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TLATO AND THE ENGLISH CLASSROOM

I want to talk to you today about the PLATO system as a tool

for use In expository writing inStruotion. For those of.you

who are not familiar with PLATO, I will in a moment briefly

Present icts structure, nature, and history. But my main

purpose todayis not just to explain what PLATO is, nor is

M'y purpose to convince4 you that PLATO is necessarily the "wave

of the future"; instead, I want to discuss with you some of

the ways PLATO has been used by instructors of expository

writinig.. But I don't want to leave this as a review of the

past experien6e of others; I want to.give you my sense'of

both the hopes and the disappointments of the syStem as it ha:s

teen used, and my sense of how its use in the immediate future
T '

may help, but-may also frustrate, the writing instructor who

wants to use it with his or her students.

First, though, let's clear up some confusion about thd nature

of this Computer.Assi8ted (or Computer Aided) Instruction

system. The initial confusion is one that is largely engendered

by the commercia0_ vendors of the systemi. Control Data

Corporation: to the makers of the system (CDC), PLATO is

thought of as a CBE, or Computer Based Eduction system, and

the difference between the computer aS aid or assistant, and

the computer as basis or foundat4on is often a major Dbstacle

to the use of.PLATO in an academic environment, suggesting.to
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teachers the Frankenstein nightmare of being replaced by their

own teaching aids and devices, the nightmare-myth of the

soresrer's apprentite; the nightmare experience of the linotype

operator's union.

Thus, What at first, mielt 'seem to be a mere quibble about

semanticsacronyms, at that--(CAI o CBE), actually reveals

a deeper problem associated with the growth and developMent of

computers in institutional instructionrenvironments. If PLATO

is a teaching aid,' an instructiondl tool, then there really is

a place for a human user of the tool--a teacher; but if PLATO

is the teacher, if it constitutes the sum tot*l of a student's

instructioL, as is implied in the vi ion of the,CBE espoused by

the prophets of technology, then one of the essential reasons

for the academic environment--the community of scholarsdis-

appears. It's a frightening and a threatening prospect in a

iot of ways, and it is One of the most basic.reasons that

computers haven't moved very quickly into our areas of

instruction: we -want to protect education, scholarship, the

humanities as we know them.'

For our pUrposes PLATO must be thought of as a CAI--as a tool

for us to use as 'teachers, a tool to help us do our jobs

better, and more effectively, and more easily, 'What kind of

tool is it? Where does it come from? How is it different from

other similar tools? And what sorts of assistance does it--
4

and can it--giVe us?
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PLATO (the acronym 'is somewhat strained, though clever in itS

implications: it stands for "programmed logic for automated

teaching operations") is first'of all a computer-aided teaching

system, with most Of the emphasis on the word System. Unlike

most other computer-teachin.aids,.like Apples, TRS-804 and
e

the VIC-Commodore, PLATO operates not as a desk-top computer, a

"stand-alone" into which one can insert programs for each sep-

arate task one wants-to perform with the machine, but instead

PLATO works from remote terminals, which are themselves compu-

ters, that are tied by phone lines to a massive central compu-

ter, most often CDC's powerful CUER 720 mainfrOle., As system,

it is a more poWerful and versatile tool than the other micro-

processors and minicomputers available. Because it is a sys-

tem, it connects all its users, so they can talk to one another

'through the machi.ne, leave,notes to other users, and, mbst

importantly, get help from people running the system at the-6ite,

of the mainframe. A complication arises in the notion of

PLATO as one big interconnected system, when we notice that

PLATO is actually run out of several independent--and all too

often competing--mainframes; CDC has an array ofalmosta dozen

independent systems around the world,'all of which use materi-

als developed mostly i)y themselves; so- does the University of

Illinois, where PLATO was originally developed; so does Univers-

ity of Delaware, which in some ways is the most aggressive and
A

expansionist of the separate mainframe sites and system spon-

sors. And so on. Each separate PLATO system has its ownl.,

"courseware" (instructional programs) which it guards jealously
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as a,commeroial commodity--and this is understandable, since

the development costs assriad,with acquiring such course-

ware are high indeed'. Still, the upshot is that the ecanomic

principles of competition and free enterprise define the boun-

daries of PLATO's Value over stand-alone CAI technoogy as an

)

instruct'onal SYSTEM,: prdnciples of pedagogy and,principles of
v

profit c r cost) seem always to come into conflict in any dis-

.-cussion of PLATO.
'

So. PLATO is a bomputer-aided instructiori System. DOes that

mean that one needs to be able to tal15- computer jargon, to

learn a domputer language, or even to be nterested in the tech-
:,

nological detail7 of tliie Machine? The wi101e notion of design-

ing it as a sys-t'em, with built-in suppOrt and advice facilities,

ensures a..'no answer: the teacher wanting to use PLATO needs

only to familiarize him- or herself With the courseware avail-

able on the particular system', and in the particular field, he

or she is working wi-kh (much as one always needs to familiarize

oneself with a new textbook before using it in a class) and

then to set up rosters of students, and decide how to assign

the available coursbeware to the students who need it. Moreover,

if PLATO is being used in a writing clinic or writing'labora-
,

tory setting, with human tutors assigning CAI work to students,

with'whom they are working, the same sort of preparation and

training of the tutors is all that is needed.

I should say,.however, that, although no technical training is

needed by teaohers or students using PLATO, the technology

6
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seems to bring out the "groupie".in large percentages of both

teachers and students, and-the use of PLAPO as ari adjunct to a'

regular course in expository writing npay have the ironic effect

'of recruiting,English students (and even English teachers) into

computer science programs.

Granted, then, that.neither the teacher nor the student needs

,to have any special knowledge of computers to incorporate PLATO

into a planned course of writing instruction.; what sort of

help will PLATO offer? When, how; and with whom should'it be

used? .

The answer to these questions must deal first with PLATO as it

is and,has been, and then with PLATO as it could be.

r'The earliest PLATO materials in English, and even at this time,

by far,the great percentage of them,_take the form.of sort of

electronic workbook exercises; much as if thesson designers

had Simply taken one of the print workbooks And recorded it in

"frames" on the screen. This is an improvement over the printed

workbook.in at least one respect: the student's work is scored'

immediately, and both the student and the teacherare automatically

informed how successfully the student has worked the assigned
%

. exercise. But as expensive as all textbooks have become, they

still don't come close to the enormous'costs of purcpasing

(or leasing) and maintaining a PLATO site. Thus, the arill

dnd prartice lessons--agaln,.which constitute the majority of

It

English lessons available on PLATO--would not by themselves

be a persuasive reason.to empaoy PLATO in a writing class._

7
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Other sorts of lessons have been tried-,with varying degrees of

sudcess. One type is the. game-lesson; 4 is usually simply a

disguised and entertajining version of the drill-and-practicS:'

lesson. Since the PLATO screen and the computer language'

(TUTOR) in which the syst'em is written are capable of generat-

ing very.sophisticated graphic6 (certainly anytliing as ood as

is done on Arcade games), some of these games are very clever.

Sadly, however,.most a' them are di/4cted at language learners

in the three-year-old to ten-year-old category ((g. the "make a

sentence" game in which little piCtures of a dog, a tree;

hOuse, a girl, and so on, are shown on'the screen, and by arran-

ging them in a specific order, the computer will act out the

sentence constructedno matter how silly, "the tree by the dog

jumPs over ,the-house by the girl," and so on). Again, the

ability of the comput,er to animate images and words is largely

:wasted on poorly.thought out lessons directed at extremely
4

young audiences. This sad misCalculation has made many of

the most imaginative game and similation lessons in English

largely useless with older writing students who have deficien-
.

cies in the areas supposedly covered by these lessons: ft is
::

almost as if lesson desIgners aSsumed that anyone who has, for

instance, problems constructing correct sentences, must have

the mental age and personality of a.three-toa.ten year old .

child. It's downright insulting to college students.

Another approach to lesSon design has sometimes been'called

"tutorial"'--and, because it is bothdifficult and time-consuro-

ing to program, there are very few of these sorts of lessons.



But those few that do exist ate among the most effective on

PLATO; A lesson called Repairing Sentenc4 Yragments by Brent

Sweeny bf Indiana University explains the.differences between

complete and incomplete sentenc0, then gives students prad-,1 .

,tice working multiple choice exercises, but rather than sim-
.

ply settling for,a4right/wrong answer, the leSson responds to
a

wrong answers with automatic reVieWs of the specific rules
, .'

associated with the student's mistake; morebver, at,all times,

the studeht can ask the lesson for help about some aspect Of

the exercises, and the computer responds with 'appropriate'ex-

planation; hence the name, "tutorial."

The,central difference betgeen drill and practice and tutorial

lessons is that the latter attempt'to simulate genuine indivi-

dual responses to each-entry the student makes into the lesson--

as if it, were a haman respondent, not a machinh. In machine-

terms, the difference is;called."branchina! -and it is this

branching, the multiplIcation of possible responses the student

%

can have td and evoke from the computer, that marks theipoint

at which this expensive tool available to the teacher begins

to earn its keep. Students respondwelI to these sorts of

lessbns7- hot just in terms of positive attitudes(whiCh even

drill-and-practice les8ons usually evok0I.gbut in terms of

positive, measurable iMprovement.. In,a recent College English

, -

article on CAI, William Wresah reCords the progress made by

Richard Atkinson of'Stanford through his development of twtor-

ial lessont: English students in Palo Alto area schools .using

tutorial lesson materials made signlficant advances over students'



not using such CAI materials.

. .

Sadly, hoWever, Atkinson isn't working on PLATO, and the work

that is,available an PLATO in the form of tutorial lessons is,

as'I have said, rare.

Summarizing, then, what is and has been on PLATO:

the population PLATO'd lesson materials have mostly been
.directed toward are either the very young, or the, very
deficient students of English; as a tool to help writing .

students,with remedial problems, it has proven very
effective, though its cost-effectiveness haa been ques-
'tioned;
teachers using PLATO in conjunctinn with classes.of expOs-
itory writing have relied on it mainly as a'sort of elec-i
,tronic wOrkbook,,a medium and a tool,:to help relieve them
of some of the burden of'"fixine the stylistic error--
patterns of each student; and within the limitations of
the range of lesson-types available, this approach has
'been effective: student attitudes about isSue6 of "correct-
ness" of style are far more positive than are those of '

students fored'to work merely with conventional workbooks,
or fopced to sit throUgh lengthy classroom explanations
of-style-error-patterns.

Let me begin my consideration of what PLATO could be bY noting

the one exception I am aware of to the,rather narrow range of

pedagogic approa9hes taken by designers of EngliSh lessons.

A series of three'fairly sophisticated lessons emphasizing the

process, or...pre*riting aspect of composition, IntroductiOn to

Essay Writing (Pat Porter, Ilussell SurpetiSvand Melanie Wozniak

of University of Illinois) malice use of an advanced form of

tutorialp.which Wresch calls "dialogue" and which.in PLATO

programming circles is more often referred to as a "problem-
,

solving" design. The first Of the three lessons takes up the

problem of composing an analytical essay by giving the student

practice-analyzing an idea-here, the idea.,that "writing..is- a

10 ....

;.4
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worthwhile activity." It helps the Student divide up the idea

in a variety of \,/.:ys, *and when the student attempts inappropri-

ate divisions, the lesson.explains"Why they are not aplpropriate.

One of the exercises in the lesson shows how questions- implidit

in a topic sentence can,help-the. writer organize' his thoughts

'into a. larger composition-7a paragraph or' an essay,

This lesson alone'r(if there are others like it on PLATO, I'm
40

not aware of them) eadrns PLATO its name, ,For thIs,puts t,he

SoCratio dialogue into the machine, and provides the.user of

thelesson an tpportunity, as.Atkindon.says, "to construct

_natural-language responses, ask que4ions in an unrestricted

mode, and in general exercise.almost Oemplete cOntrol over the

sequwice of learning events." That eXpresses ttte dream of

the intelligent computer, and this

fulfill all th.e dimensions of that_

in the right direction.

lesson., while doesn't

dream, clk.tainly is heading

Still, the dream of artificial intelligence, of the HAL of
4,

Kubrick's 2001 A'Space Odysse., and.of.theocharminerobots of

Star Wars, R2D2 ahd 03P0, here,yet, and despite rough

approximations of naturai-language reiponse tchifln users of

compu*krized systems, from synthesitedlivhone messages, to the
\

editing. slate developed by Bell Laboratpries which can tell a

'writer' when.his or her writing has tooinany weak verbs, and

can-suggest ways to improve those verb-choices, despite, .as

rsay, .stich rough approximations of computers that really talk

. to us, that particular dreat oihe Computer-odesigners is still
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a dream, and the reality of CAI must work within the limitations

of the current state of interactive computer science. Certainly,

the painfully detailed design of dialogue-les'sons is desirable;

the educational.quality of such lessons is clearly sUperior to

other designs available--at least for the more sophisticated

sorts of directed instructional segments. But in the time re-

maining, I would like to suggest another approach--not merely

to lesson design, but to the basic assumptions about the use-

fulness of CAI, and particularly PLATO CAI. It ip merely an

outline of .an approach, and not a complete working out of the

implications of it, but it has the merit of working with the
4

strengths of PLATO as anetworked system of interconnected stu-

dents, and in addition, it makes use of a heuristic that has

gained considerable popularity among English teachers through-

out the profession. nam referring,to Peter Elbow's heuristics,

especially his notions of freewriting and of group work that

gTow aut of his book Writing without Teachers.

Since PLATb (and other CAI technologies currently available)

acks this ultimate ability,the computer-scientdsts dream about--

since it finally can't talk back to us freely, volubly, and

intelligently, why not make a Virtue of necessity, and Use it.

for the strengths it does possess at this time? Just because

the machine is so successful at relieving writing teachers of

the boredom and drudgery of rdarking specific errors, scoring

testsk and giving out basic instruction in grammar, style,

and rhetoric., most users--espectally thdse with quite a bit of

experience on the system--tend to consider. the machine's role
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as being one of authorit:i: the source of the RIGHT ANSWER; the

SCOREKEEPER; the GRADEGIVER. Thust, one of the most common.com-

plaints seen in reviews of,the many drill-and-practice lessons

is that a particular lesson may fail to give the' student the

right answer if he or she misses and gets the wrong one. Per-

haps in such sorts of lessons, this is indeed a just and perti-
_

nent criticism; but learning to write is far more--and far ther--

,than simply learning to-give the right answers to questions
6,

about s-'eyiistic choices. I would like to argue that PLATO.can
/
/

.

help (in ways not yet conceived of

(Y

its Akers) the teacher

of writing to stimulate'his or h4r students to take more respon-

sibility for their own writing, and by doing so, to take-the

largest possible step toward improving their powers of express-

ion and communication,

Several years ago, while I was working in the PLATO project at

the University of Colorado at Boulder, I worked (for about six

months on a sentepce combining lesson. amused to look back

on it now, to see how my present argument--and its connections

to Elbow's heuristics--were foreshadowed in that rather innocent:

attempt to escape the trap that .4eemed implicit in the--y

nature of sentence comtQning: an infinite number (at least,

theoretically) of possibilitiesof combination. How could.a

a machine be made to anticipateall the possible combinations,

and to judge among them for adequacy, accuracy, and appropriate-

ness? The, task seemed absurd on its face, and so my answer

was to trust .ithe writer to become a critical audience of his'

own writing--that is, the lesson was predicated on the same
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notions AS Elbow's: thatthe student writer learns.to improve

his or her writing not by beingtold by an English teacher (and

much less by a machine) what and what not to do, but by exper-

iencing as directly as,possible the effects of his writing on

others--on a real audience. Elbow.has very nicely articulated
'r

this thesis in both his works; and has worked out wonderful

techniques for transferring the power anct the responsibility

from the teacher to the writing students.

My lesson in sentence combining, Free Exercises in Sentence

Combining, took_half a dozen different paragraphs-of different

styles and different degrees of difficulty of their syntax--and

analyzed them into groUpings of thele- cbmponent kernel-siritences,

the arrays of which were displayed for students to combine.cohex6-

ently and intelligibly. Thus the student assembled smaller

sentences into larger ones, and then assembled those larger ones

into a complete,paragraph. Instead of having the machine tell

him or her whether the paragraph just composed-from kernel-

sentehces was "right" or "good," the,lesson showed it set beside

the two previouseversions, ones which had been composed and stored
A

by students who had earlier worked the lesson. The student was

thefi offered a simple choice as a result of his or her compari-

son of the-three avai101e versions of the paragraph, he or she

could e-ither store his or her version (thereby "dumping" one of

the.others) or Settison it, if it Wasn't as "good" as what was
-

already stored (by,whatever standards he or she might choose). .

I hope you are beginning to see the possibilities of this basic
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approach to CAI lesson design. It requires that the computer

assume a stance- as,a non-judgmental.medium, a neutral manipula-

tor of information-=a toOl that the student can use to /1elp him

accomplish the ta:sk of learning to use his-language AS HIS OWN.

And of course,,it requires that this stance be reflected in--

or, better, that it be a reflection of--the stance that the

teacher of the course takes toward his or her students.

After this too-brief sketch of just one new way of using-the

PLATO system'in conjunction with writing instruction, I find

myself in a position to conclude by reminding you of the ini-

tial confusion I spoke about in the beg,inning of my talk, that

is, the confuston between CAI and CBE, between the computer as'

aid and the computer as basis ca' founda;tion of instruction.

Is it possible that there is an atalo'gy between ihe way "edu-

cators" have habitually thought of the task of the computer in

education--as evidenced in the vast numbers of drill and prac-

tice lessons, with their simple structure of right answers and

wrong answers--and the wiy they (and we) tend habitually to

think of our own task and role in relation to our students?

How much of what we do as teachers--especially as teachers of

writing--reinforces the students' vision of us as the basis

of what the3i do, of how Well they'perform, of what their ulti-

mate Capacities and responsibilities as writers are? To What

extent have our classroom pedvogies been designed to make our

students come to trust us and rely on us as their ultimate

authorities and advisors in matters of style; in other words,
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to what extent have we perverted for them the notion of writing

as a skill, a power, and a gift for which each writer musetake

individual reps,onsibility?

In the concept of an Elbow-inspired approach to PLATO writing

lessonS, I see mirrored a visidn of what is W-pong and right-in

much of our pedagogA theory and practice: all too often we have

fOrgotten the'difference between teacher based eatcatiliCn and

eacher assisted.instrUCtion. And whatever its past and present

shortcomings, my work with PLATO haSctaught me to trust my

2
studentc to recognize and abknowledge the strengths and weak

nesses ±n their writing, and to trust the rhetorical principle

of audience-respotse writing, the principle that a real audienc

composed of a student's peerS is after all the most powerful

corrective to his or her writing problems; for it is that

audience to which the student's writing must be directed, ana

of which it must claim to be representative, once the writing

class is over and the student is without the class's structlire

or the writing teacher.'s authority. If we can get our computers

to become versatile media by whidh writers can respond to audi-

ence reactions with modificatio s in their writing--even as we

ourselves would like to do our own classrooms, then I think

we can live without the ultimately interactive computers, and

HAL, and R2D2, C3P0, and their relatives can remain'comfortably

being what they are: science fiction.


